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1. Aims 

As defined in the BCIME project bid, this intellectual output covers curriculum mapping research 

questions (RQs) formulation, where the most interesting and required issues will be identified among all 

involved partners. The mapping agenda can significantly help faculty management, curriculum designers 

and guarantors during the building of a well-balanced curriculum and explore curriculum content in 

terms of searching for potentially problematic, missing or overlapping topics as well as in the 

construction of comprehensive reports for the subsequent global in-depth inspection. The final set of 

RQs will be approved by all partners and bring an innovative know-how for a wide community of 

medical and healthcare academics at involved universities. This phase of the project implementation is 

divided into three subphases, which start immediately after the end of IO1, IO2 and IO3 activities. The 

particular results generated by these activities will serve as a basis for curriculum mapping tasks. 

2. Introduction 

Following a framework proposed by Robert A. Stebbins we define exploratory research as “a 

broad-ranging, purposive, systematic, prearranged undertaking designed to maximize the discovery of 

generalizations leading to description and understanding of an area” [1, 2]. Exploration is conducted in 

new areas of research and is characterised by flexibility in study design and open-mindness. The goal is 

to get a more clear picture of the problem being investigated and produce inductively new 

generalizations. This is contrasted by Stebbins with confirmatory (or predictory) research which follows 

after the exploratory stage and pertains to a predominantly deductive, and methodologically rigorous 

validation of hypotheses derived from existing theory. Confirmatory research finds application in well-

explored fields where there is a clear expectation of what should be the outcome according to formal 

prediction. 

We adapt the distinction between exploratory and (confirmatory) research to the field of 

curriculum mapping by defining exploratory questions as interrogatory statements that prompt open-

ended responses from the curriculum management system, often in the form of graphical visualisations 

or tabular juxtaposition that enable the curriculum analysts to get an overall impression of how the 

curriculum is structured and what kind of content or educational methods does it cover. The expected 

insights from investigation of exploratory questions outcomes include detection of some potentially 

undesirable or suboptimal patterns that could be further investigated and remediated to improve the 

quality of the curriculum. 

Example 1: 

An exemplar exploratory question presents the study by Plaza et al. [3]. In this study a pharmaceutical 

curriculum was graphically visualised using an adapted version of Porter’s topographical maps to answer 

the exploratory question which competencies or associated domains were emphasised relative to each 

other [3]. As a response to that exploratory question of the curriculum mapping system, the tables with 

five columns corresponding to the five domains of competencies in pharmaceutical education were 

presented. The rows presented individual courses ordered chronologically and grouped into consecutive 

academic years. The shading of cells showed the emphasis on the competency. The darker the colour 

the more emphasis was put on the competency in the curriculum. Based on such an answer to the 
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exploratory question a curriculum designer is able to explore visually which domains need more or less 

attention. 

In contrast to exploratory questions, we define (confirmatory) research questions in curriculum 

mapping as precisely stated interrogatory statements regarding the analysed curriculum that can be 

answered by the curriculum management system with a simple yes/no answer, or by providing a single 

number, name or finite list of names. The purpose of confirmatory research questions is to verify 

whether a previous assumption is met. This may pertain to e.g. the compliance to some educational 

standards, internal quality requirements or performance indicators. 

Example 2: 

An exemplar (confirmatory) research question could be does the curriculum cover courses with at least 

360 ECTS credit points? How many teaching hours are conducted using e-learning methods? Which 

courses cover the learning objective X? Does the curriculum cover all communication skills learning 

objectives required by the Polish Ministry of Health? 

Exploratory and research questions may be connected when exploration of the curriculum data 

leads to definition and/or operationalisation of quality/performance indicators that could be used in the 

formulation of (confirmatory) research questions to demonstrate progress in curriculum reform, or 

validate the introduced curricular innovation. 

Example 3: 

To illustrate how an exploratory question might turn into a confirmatory research question, let us 

consider once again the exemplar exploratory question regarding domain emphasis from the study by 

Plaza et al. [3] (Example 1). We assume herein that after exploring the grey-shaded visualisations 

(exploratory question) the curriculum designer or the faculty decided that there is a particular threshold 

of suboptimal intensity of competency coverage (e.g. 50%). Based on this decision, we could then 

formulate a confirmatory question: Does the curriculum contain a competency domain with the 

maximum coverage in a given year below 50%? A positive answer to that confirmatory question would 

then indicate that the curriculum is not well-balanced which would necessitate changes. The 

performance indicator was established based on an initial exploratory question. 

3. Methods 

The process of establishing the final list of research questions was inspired by the nominal group 

technique (NGT) [4]. The nominal group technique is a formal consensus development method that has 

been applied in many fields of study to identify problems and to help generate the right research 

questions [5]. The technique involves a process with the following main steps [4, 6]: 

1. Introduction  

2. Silent generation of ideas in writing 

3. Round-Robin listening of ideas 

4. Serial discussion of ideas 

5. Ranking priorities 

6. Discussion of votes 
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We have adapted the NGT method to fit the needs of the BCIME project and constraints of the 

SARS-CoV-2 pandemic situation which precluded face-to-face meetings. 

In the first introductory step (1) the idea of the consensus building process was presented to the 

group as well as the problem to be addressed. In our case, this involved the presentation of the 

distinction between exploratory and confirmatory research questions as explained in the introduction 

above. The task was to come up with a list of important informative explanatory and confirmatory 

questions to be answered within the remaining part of the project supported by the EDUportfolio 

system (IO3) [7]. The members of each partner institution (e.g. teachers, curriculum managers, 

students), who were aware of the BCIME project and/or interested in the process of curriculum design 

and management, were nominated to be part of the group. 

Next followed the silent generation phase (2) where each member of the group was asked to 

produce independently a list of confirmatory and exploratory research questions (s)he considered 

important. While doing so the members of the team were asked to use the outcomes of three already 

completed subphases of BCIME project (IO1-3) as a potential source of questions: 

a) IO1 - to derive questions from the specific needs analysis 

b) IO2 - to derive questions from the literature review 

c) IO3 - to derive questions from implementation of the prototypical curriculum management 

system EDUportfolio 

The silent phase was followed by a round-robin listing of ideas (3). In this step each member of the 

consensus building group was entitled to propose questions in a shared Google document. While 

composing the list it was not allowed to criticise the proposals of others to foster unrestricted creativity 

in generation of ideas. 

After the list was closed, duplicates were removed or grouped together as variants of the same idea 

and it was permitted to ask for clarification of questions (4). 

The goal of the next phase was to rank the questions to enable selection of a subset for 

implementation that reflects project’s priorities (5). We evaluated the priorities based on two indicators: 

relevance and feasibility of the proposed questions. 

Relevance was defined as a property of questions that are 

 non-trivial; 

 with answers useful from the professional perspective of the evaluator; 

 related to data that a project’s curriculum management system expected to store. 

We have operationalised feasibility as questions that are 

 clear enough to formulate an answer; 

 answerable with pilot data the BCIME project collected so far (i.e. learning objective and 

learning unit descriptions on the whole anatomy curriculum from five partner universities); 

 judged as realistic to answer using natural language processing, data/text mining, machine 

learning, analysis or visualization methods (to be considered if evaluator had technical 

background); 

 realistic to implement within 6 months. 
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The relevance and feasibility were marked using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 - indicating 

lowest, up to 5 - highest value for the indicator. We have decided that relevance is twice as important as 

the feasibility of the question to promote useful questions and compensate for the difficulty in assessing 

technical feasibility by evaluators with health professions background. We had also decided that the 

impact of each partner institution on the ranking should be the same regardless how many responders 

at the given institution decided to vote in the process. To do so, we first calculated the average value of 

relevance (𝑟�̅�) and feasibility (𝑓�̅�) indicators of each question (qk) for each of the five partner institutions 

(i=1…5) and then weighted them (w[r,f]=[2,1]) to obtain the final score (Equation 1). 

 

 

Equation 1: Score function for ranking the priority of research questions. 

 

To collect the required data, the project consortium designed a questionnaire (Appendix 1) that 

consisted of three parts: 

A. Demographics - with four questions asking for the institution on behalf of which the person 

is responding, the background and confidence in the topic. 

B. Rating of research and exploratory questions - with the list of questions established in step 

(4) each of which could be scored for relevance and feasibility and a possibility to comment 

on wording of the question in free text. 

C. Concluding questions - two open ended questions inquiring for additional questions or 

general comments. 

 

The questionnaire was then implemented as a web survey using the open source system 

LimeSurvey (Version 3.15.9) [8] (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 Screenshot of the implemented IO7 web survey. 

 

After the voting process was closed, the scores were calculated in Microsoft Excel and the resulting 

ranked list was discussed in a project online-meeting by the partner organisation leads (6). Based on this 

step, it was decided how many of the top questions will be implemented in the remaining part of the 

BCIME project. 

4. Results 

The initial three stages of the consensus building process resulted in a list of 56 questions being a 

mixture of confirmatory (nc=35) and exploratory research questions (ne=21). The full list of questions is 

presented in Appendix 2. 

The IO7 survey conducted in LimeSurvey online system was open to collect responses from five 

partner institutions for three weeks from 21.6.2020 to 12.7.2020. All incomplete responses were 

discarded. We obtained n=27 full responses altogether. Each institution designated at least three 

participants involved or familiar with the topic of curriculum design and mapping to vote in the survey 

on their behalf (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Affiliation of participants. 

In which institution do you work? n 

University of Medicine and Pharmacy of Iasi 8 

Masaryk University 7 

Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice 5 

Jagiellonian University 4 

University of Augsburg 3 

The majority of participants had a medical or health sciences background (67%, 18 out of 27), but 

representatives of technical and educational sciences were present as well in the survey (Table 2). 

Table 2. Background of participants. 

What is your major field of expertise? *) n=27 Yes 

Medical or healthcare sciences 67% 18 

Computer sciences 22% 6 

Educational science 33% 9 

*) More than one answer was possible 

Most of the participants play a teaching role at the partner institution (67%, 18 out of 27), but the 

survey involved also students, clinicians, course directors, curriculum planners and technical developers 

(Table 3). 

Table 3. Role of participants. 

How would you describe your primary role/roles 

at your institution? *) 

n=27 Yes 

Teacher 67% 18 

Clinician (Physician, Nurse, Physiotherapist) 19% 5 

Researcher 19% 5 

Curriculum Planner/Manager 4% 1 

Course Director/ Guarantor 11% 3 

Student 19% 5 

Other: technician/developer 7% 2 

*) More than one answer was possible 

The majority of respondents (81%) felt moderate to quite confident in the topic of curriculum 

design and mapping (Table 4). 

Table 4. Confidence of respondents. 

How confident do you feel in the topic of curriculum 

design and mapping? (%,n) 

Extremely confident 4% 1 

Quite confident 37% 10 

Moderately confident  44% 12 

Somewhat confident 11% 3 

Not at all confident 4% 1 

The respondents rated the 56 questions proposed by the BCIME consortium considering two above 

described indicators: relevance and feasibility. Table 5 presents the top 10 ranked questions of the web 

survey. 
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Table 5. Top 10 questions ranked in the BCIME project. 

R ID Question Rel. Fea. S 

1 B3_4 What students should learn by the end of the unit for 

which I am responsible? [Teacher] 

4.32 4.07 4.24 

2 B3_7 What is expected of me in a particular course? 

[Student] 

4.40 3.74 4.18 

3 B3_3 What have the students learned before they start my 

unit? [Teacher] 

4.44 3.55 4.14 

4 B5_5 How to identify overlaps in curricula? 4.27 3.50 4.01 

5 B2_2 Do we have overlaps within and between content 

domains in our curriculum? 

4.23 3.20 3.89 

6 B6_6 Are the ILOs assessed with appropriate assessment 

methods? (knowledge, skills, competencies) 

4.16 3.32 3.88 

7 B4_5 Who is responsible for this part of the course? 3.80 4.02 3.87 

8 B2_6 What learning outcomes are covered in year X? 3.85 3.83 3.84 

9 B7_7 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of 

taught competency (knowledge, skills, attitudes)? 

4.14 3.22 3.83 

10 B5_6 What are the core elements of well-built curricula? 4.18 3.11 3.82 

R – Rank; Rel. – Relevance; Fea. – Feasibility; S - Score = (2*Relevance + Feasibility)/3 

We checked the sensitivity of the ranking by comparing two ways of calculating the score: putting 

equal weight to each individual vote (Rank Individual) and grouped by institutions (Rank Institution, 

same as in Table 5) obtaining similar results. As presented in Table 6, only one question not present in 

the top 10 of the alternative ranking was included in the last place of the list (question B7_6). The top 

four answers were the same and differed just by a swap of items in rank 3 and 4. 

Table 6. Sensitivity analysis of ranking alternatives. 

ID Question Rank Ind Rank Inst 

B3_4 What students should learn by the end of the unit for which I 

am responsible? [Teacher] 

1 1 

B3_7 What is expected of me in a particular course? [Student] 2 2 

B5_5 How to identify overlaps in curricula? 3 4 

B3_3 What have the students learned before they start my unit? 

[Teacher] 

4 3 

B5_6 What are the core elements of well-built curricula? 5 10 

B6_6 Are the ILOs assessed with appropriate assessment 

methods? (knowledge, skills, competencies) 

6 6 

B4_5 Who is responsible for this part of the course? 7 7 

B2_6 What learning outcomes are covered in year X? 8 8 

B7_7 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught 

competency (knowledge, skills, attitudes)? 

9 9 

B7_6 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of workload? 10 13 

Rank Ind. = Rank Individual  – i.e. equal weight to each individual vote;  

Rank Inst. =  Rank Institution – i.e. the equal weight for scores averaged by each institution 
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A ranking containing all 56 evaluated research questions is presented in Appendix 3. Included are 

also comments and proposed improvements for individual questions. The participants did not suggest 

any additional questions to the list. We obtained recommendation to unify the applied terminology, 

merge some of related questions and augmented the feasibility by defining questions in terms of what 

already has been done in the BCIME project, for example by switching from general topics to terms 

related to anatomy. 

In the concluding online-meeting by the partner leads it was decided that the top 10 questions 

(Table 5) will be addressed as a part of the IO8 work package. The final selection of questions was 

additionally consulted with the EDUportfolio development team obtaining their acceptance on the 

feasibility of the selection. 

5. Discussion 

As a result of the IO7 task, the BCIME project consortium proposed 56 curriculum-related research 

and exploratory questions and then shortlisted them to the top 10 high priority items. The consensus 

building process included representatives of all five BCIME partner institutions. Because of the SARS-

CoV-2 pandemic we decided to substitute the face-to-face consensus building workshop initially planned 

to be a part of the transnational project meeting in May 2020 in Krakow with on-line equivalents: a web 

survey and teleconference discussion. 

In order to check for synergies, we have compared the questions established in IO7 with work in 

progress of IO5 (outcome-based curriculum evaluation). The difference in scope between those two 

deliverables is that the former is focused on (semi-)automatic computer-based methods of answering 

curriculum related questions, whereas the latter deals more with human expert analysis of the 

curriculum. Yet we were able to notice that eight of proposed IO7 questions (three among the top 10) 

were relevant for IO5 as well (Table 7). 

Table 7. Research questions relevant for IO5. 

ID Question Rank 

B5_5 How to identify overlaps in curricula? 4 

B2_2 Do we have overlaps within and between content domains in our curriculum? 5 

B7_7 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught competency 

(knowledge, skills, attitudes)? 

9 

B8_6 How are two curricula from different universities similar? 16 

B2_1 What are the commonalities and differences in learning objectives in the courses 

containing the keyword “X*” in the curriculum of Y and Z university? 

25 

B8_5 What courses overlap in terms of shared ILOs? 30 

B2_3 What / Where are the priorities of the curriculum? 35 

 

When analysing the results of the voting process, we have recognised that the top 10 questions can 

be grouped in 5 thematic clusters presented in the list below. This segmentation may help in structuring 

the planned implementation process: 
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 Cluster 1: How to best present relevant intended learning outcomes to teachers and 

students? 

o QR 1*. What students should learn by the end of the unit for which I am 

responsible? 

o QR 2. What is expected of me in a particular course? [Student] 

o QR 3. What have the students learned before they start my unit? [Teacher] 

o QR 8. What learning outcomes are covered in year X? 

 Cluster 2: How to identify and present overlaps in curricula? 

o QR 4. How to identify overlaps in curricula? 

o QR 5. Do we have overlaps within and between content domains in our curriculum? 

 Cluster 3: How to check and visualise constructive alignment in the curriculum? 

o QR 6. Are the ILOs assessed with appropriate assessment methods? (knowledge, 

skills, competencies) 

 Cluster 4: How to identify stakeholders responsible for a given topic? 

o QR 7. Who is responsible for this part of the course? 

 Cluster 5: How to verify whether the curriculum is well-balanced? 

o QR 9. How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught competency 

(knowledge, skills, attitudes)? 

o QR 10. What are the core elements of well-built curricula? 

*) QR=Question Rank 

As an outcome of early stage implementation considerations with the technical developer team we 

arrived at following insights on properties and implications of the selected questions. 

For some of the questions in cluster 1 dealing with presentation of intended learning outcomes it 

will be necessary to add to the database a relation showing the chronology of courses/learning units in 

the curriculum. Cluster 2 that deals with identification of overlaps in the curriculum is the most 

technically challenging but also interesting one and will give plenty opportunities to use advanced tools 

and algorithms from the field of health informatics (terminologies, natural language processing and 

graph theory). In cluster 3, dealing with constructive alignment (the right match of intended learning 

outcomes and aligned instructional and assessment method), we see potential application for Bloom's 

taxonomy and analysis of action verbs in the context of currently assigned educational methods. 

The seemingly easiest to implement is cluster 4 as it can be answered by listing of users with 

assigned roles of curriculum designers and guarantors. However, it could be deepened by considering in 

this cluster other related questions that were lower ranked (22. Where can I get help if I have a problem 

[Student]; 25. What contribution does a department make to the curriculum?; 30. Who are the 

stakeholders in the curriculum?). One of the responders in the survey has justified the importance of 

this topic in the following way: “this is the core information for accreditation purposes and students 

too”. The fact that the several organisational units within one university addresses the same ILOs is 

apparent to the students but often overlooked by the faculty itself, which sees the teaching process 

through isolated departmental siloses. Presenting groups of people addressing similar topics in the 

curriculum may help in establishing collaboration networks within the institution for a better alignment 

of taught content. 
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Finally, the last group of questions (cluster 5) deals with a very general and elusive goal of making 

the curriculum well-balanced. We can address this question only with the reservation that we are not 

able to account for the whole curriculum but only that part that is described within the BCIME project 

(i.e. anatomy curriculum and complementary disciplines in national languages). It is to be decided at the 

later stages how to operationalise the imprecise at this stage concepts of “balance” and “core”. 

However, to draft a solution we can envision checking the balance by looking for proportions of ILOs in 

cognitive categories of the Bloom’s taxonomy and diversity in the selected action verbs. For the 

definition of the curricular core it will most likely be necessary to consult senior teachers asking for a list 

of the most important keywords to look for in the curriculum. 

6. Conclusions 

The main output of this deliverable is presented in a set of 10 confirmatory and exploratory 

research questions grouped in 5 thematic clusters that cover topics from the field of curriculum design 

and mapping. The source of those questions were past collaborative project activities (IO1, IO2 and IO3). 

The final list was prioritised and approved by the consortium in a distributed consensus building process 

inspired by the nominal group technique. The next planned step is to address those research questions 

as parts of the curriculum mapping tasks in the remaining BCIME project activities. 
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The IO7 questionnaire 

Research and Exploratory Questions 

Selection Process 

The BCIME (Building Curriculum Infrastructure in Medical Education) is a European project 

(Erasmus+ Strategic Partnerships, 2018-1-SK01-KA203-046318, http://bcime.upjs.sk) that aims to deliver 

methodologies and a unified ICT platform for optimization of curricula at medical faculties. As part of 

this activity, the project plans to formulate and answer original research and exploratory questions as 

well as solve issues of medical curriculum mapping. This is expected to lead to a better understanding of 

the complex structure and content of the curriculum blocks.  

Based on the results of a needs analysis, literature review and experiences from developing and 

testing a new curriculum management platform, the project partners provided a list of 56 questions 

related to curriculum design and mapping. A selection of the most suitable research questions will be 

answered in the next project phase with the use of natural language processing, data/text mining, 

machine learning, analysis and visualization. In this survey, we will ask you to rate the relevance and 

feasibility of the questions and give us feedback on their further elaboration.  

As the list of questions contains 56 items, this survey may take around one hour of your time. You 

will be able to move forward/backward between the pages. The answers are saved while changing 

pages. In addition, you may save your answers and come back to fill in the form using the "resume later" 

and then "load unfinished survey" links (upper right corner). This survey uses JavaScript, so please do 

not deactivate it in your browser. 

Please answer the questions as accurately as possible from the viewpoint of your profession. We 

will not ask you for any personal information and your answers will be kept confidential. You may 

terminate filling in the questionnaire anytime and we will respect requests for withdrawal of your data 

from the analysis indicated in any of free-text fields of the form. Save from time to time your answers in 

order not to pass the session timeout. The findings from this survey may be published in congress 

contributions and scientific publications. With your participation, you agree to the use of your data for 

these purposes. 

 

PART A. Demographics 

1. In which institution do you work? 

 Jagiellonian University 

 Masaryk University 

 Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice 

 University of Augsburg 

 University of Medicine and Pharmacy of Iasi 

 Other (please specify) … 

 

 

http://bcime.upjs.sk/
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2. What is your major field of expertise? 

(multiple answers possible) 

 Medicine or healthcare science 

 Computer sciences 

 Educational science 

 Other (please specify) … 

3. How would you describe your primary role/roles at your institution? 

(multiple answers possible) 

 Teacher 

 Clinician (Physician, Nurse, Physiotherapist) 

 Researcher 

 Dean 

 Curriculum Planner/Manager 

 Course Director/ Guarantor 

 Student 

 Other (please specify) … 

4. How confident do you feel in the topic of curriculum design and mapping? 

 Extremely confident 

 Quite confident 

 Moderately confident  

 Somewhat confident 

 Not at all confident 

 

PART B. Rating of research and exploratory questions 

While evaluating the questions please consider the following assumptions. 

Please consider a question to be relevant if (in your opinion) it 

 is non-trivial, 

 has an answer that would be useful from your professional perspective and  

 relates to data that a curriculum management/mapping system should store. 

Please regard a question to be feasible if (in your opinion) it  

 is clear enough to formulate an answer,  

 can be answered with pilot data the BCIME project collected so far (i.e. learning objective 

and learning unit descriptions on the whole anatomy curriculum from five partner 

universities), 

 is possible to be answered using natural language processing, data/text mining, machine 

learning, analysis or visualization methods and 

 is realistic to implement in 6 months time. 

Depending on your background you may ignore some criteria for judging the relevance and 

feasibility if you feel unable to consider this factor. 
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Page 1/8 

5.1...8. Please rate the relevance and feasibility of the following seven questions on a scale from 

1 to 5. 

1-lowest (worst) score; … 5- highers (best) score 

# Proposed question Relevance Feasibility 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

1 What is the total number of hours spent by students on clinical 
subjects in the curriculum? 

          

2 How many hours do students spend in the curriculum on 
preparing for the learning objective X from Y learning 
objectives catalog? 

          

3 Which subjects do have less hours in the curriculum than the 
minimum required by the ministry? 

          

4 How many hours in the curriculum are taught using X method?           

5 How many hours of elective courses are offered to students in 
the X, Y, Z year of study? 

          

6 What elective courses covering topics from X discipline are 
available in the curriculum? 

          

7 How many hours beyond the ministry minimum was taught in 
the curriculum across the years X-Y? 

          

 

(optional) 6.1..8 Please share with us your ideas on how to improve the individual question? 

# Proposed question How to improve? (free 
text) 

1 What is the total number of hours spent by students on clinical 
subjects in the curriculum? 

 

2 How many hours do students spend in the curriculum on 
preparing for the learning objective X from Y learning 
objectives catalogue? 

 

3 Which subjects do have less hours in the curriculum than the 
minimum required by the ministry? 

 

4 How many hours in the curriculum are taught using X method?  

5 How many hours of elective courses are offered to students in 
the X, Y, Z year of study? 

 

6 What elective courses covering topics from X discipline are 
available in the curriculum? 
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7 How many hours beyond the ministry minimum was taught in 
the curriculum across the years X-Y? 

 

So it goes with pages 2 to 8 with questions as in appendix 2. 

 

PART C. Concluding questions 

7. Do you have any proposals for further questions? 

Free text field 

8. Do you have any further comments? 

Free text field 
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Appendix 2 

List of proposed research questions 
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List of 56 questions to be potentially answered by the BCIME projected before ranking. Source of 

the questions was the IO1: BCIME needs analysis; IO2: BCIME literature research; and IO3: experiences 

with using the implemented curriculum mapping system. 

ID Question Type Keywords 

B1_1 What is the total number of hours spent by students on clinical 
subjects in the curriculum? 

C time, course, learning 
method 

B1_2 How many hours do students spend in the curriculum on 
preparing for the learning objective X from Y learning objectives 
catalogue? 

C time, ILO, ILO 
catalogue 

B1_3 Which subjects do have less hours in the curriculum than the 
minimum required by the ministry? 

C time, course 

B1_4 How many hours in the curriculum are taught using X methods? C time, learning 
method 

B1_5 How many hours of elective courses are offered to students in 
the X, Y, Z year of study? 

C time, year in 
curriculum, elective 

B1_6 What elective courses covering topics from X discipline are 
available in the curriculum? 

C time, topics, 
discipline 

B1_7 How many hours beyond the ministry minimum was taught in 
the curriculum across the years X-Y? 

C time, year in 
curriculum 

B2_1 What are the commonalities and differences in learning 
objectives in the courses containing the keyword “X*” in the 
curriculum of Y and Z university? 

E ILO, course, keyword 

B2_2 Do we have overlaps within and between content domains in 
our curriculum? 

C ILO 

B2_3 What / Where are the priorities of the curriculum? E time, topics 

B2_4 When and how are assessed learning objectives/outcomes X 
taught? 

C assessment methods, 
ILO 

B2_5 Are all relevant learning objectives (e.g defined by a ministry or 
a learning objectives catalog) covered in the curriculum? 

C ILO, ILO catalogue 

B2_6 What learning outcomes are covered in year X? C ILO, year in 
curriculum 

B2_7 How does course X contribute to the learning outcomes? C ILO, course 

B3_1 What will the curriculum look like if Y is changed? E visualisation 

B3_2 How does my teaching session fit into the curriculum? [Teacher] E learning unit 

B3_3 What have the students learned before they start my unit? 
[Teacher] 

C ILO, learning unit 

B3_4 What students should they learn by the end of the unit for 
which I am responsible? [Teacher] 

C ILO, learning unit 

B3_5 How is my subject or professional discipline addressed in the 
curriculum? [Teacher] 

E ILO, topic 

B3_6 How will a particular learning experience help me? [Student] E learning unit, ILO 

B3_7 What is expected of me in a particular course? [Student] C ILO, course 

B4_1 Where can I get help if I have a problem? [Student] C teaching staff 
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B4_2 How do I learn about topic X ? [Student] C learning method, 
topic 

B4_3 How can we be sure that the assessment reflects the 
curriculum? 

E assessment methods 

B4_4 What contribution does a department make to the curriculum? C organizational units 

B4_5 Who is responsible for this part of the course? C teaching staff 

B4_6 Does the curriculum meet the [accrediting body] requirements? C ILO 

B4_7 Does this programme of studies appeal to a potential student? E satisfaction 

B5_1 What is the role of an educational intervention (e.g. virtual 
patients) in the curriculum? 

E learning method, 
resources 

B5_2 Who are the stakeholders in the curriculum? C teaching staff 

B5_3 How and where is a vertical / horizontal / spiral integration 
implemented? 

E ILO 

B5_4 Can the spiral integration be made visible with the curriculum 
management tool? 

E visualizations 

B5_5 How to identify overlaps in curricula? E ILO, topic 

B5_6 What are the core elements of well built curricula? E ILO, topic, time 

B5_7 Is it possible to identify missing components/learning outputs if 
no national catalogues exist? 

E ILO 

B6_1 What is the best visual representation of curricula? E visualization 

B6_2 Is it possible to offer outputs of completely mapped curricula to 
external authorities? (accreditation, comparison of other 
universities) 

C export 

B6_3 Are the Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) of the program 
assigned to the declared scientific domain and discipline? 

C ILO, discipline 

B6_4 Do the ILOs correspond to the appropriate Qualifications 
Framework level? 

C ILO, ILO catalogue 

B6_5 Do the ILOs cover all of the required ILOs by the Regulatory 
body (e.g Ministry of Health) 

C ILO, ILO catalogue 

B6_6 Are the ILOs assessed with appropriate assessment methods? 
(knowledge, skills, competencies) 

C ILO, assessment 
method 

B6_7 Do students have learning opportunities to achieve ILO? C ILO, learning unit 

B7_1 Is the workload planned properly? E time, learning units, 
year of study, ILO 

B7_2 What is the number of hours and ECTS per learning unit 
(class/module) or time (week/month..)? 

C time, ECTS 

B7_3 What is the proportion of different types of classes (clinics, 
lectures, seminars, e-learning, self-study) per unit of time or 
learning unit? [As measured by ECTS] 

C learning method, 
ECTS, time 

B7_4 How many ILOs (or clusters/domains of ILOs) per class are 
taught in parallel? [Horizontal integration] 

C ILO, course, learning 
unit 

B7_5 How many ILOs (or clusters/domains of ILOs) per class taught 
subsequently? [Vertical integration] 

C ILO, course, learning 
unit 
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B7_6 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of workload? E time, learning units, 
year of study, ILO 

B7_7 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught 
competency (knowledge, skills, attitudes)? 

E ILO type 

B8_1 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught 
competency (preclinical, clinical)? 

E ILO categories, topic 

B8_2 What are the missing or overlapping areas of ILOs? C ILO, course, learning 
units 

B8_3 How does course X contribute to total ILOs? C ILO, course 

B8_4 In which course do the learners fail most often? C assessment results, 
course 

B8_5 What courses overlap in terms of shared ILOs? C course, ILO 

B8_6 How are two curricula from different universities similar? E ILO, topic, course 

B8_7 How is the course X different from those at other schools ? E course, ILO, topic 

C - Confirmatory research question; E - Exploratory research question; ILO - Intended Learning Outcome 
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Appendix 3 

Final ranking and suggested changes  

of research questions 
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A. Ranking of questions 

Ranking of questions counted each institution one vote. Each vote average for the institution. 

R ID Question Rel Fea S 

1 B3_4 What students should they learn by the end of the unit for 
which I am responsible? [Teacher] 

4.32 4.07 4.24 

2 B3_7 What is expected of me in a particular course? [Student] 4.40 3.74 4.18 

3 B3_3 What have the students learned before they start my unit? 
[Teacher] 

4.44 3.55 4.14 

4 B5_5 How to identify overlaps in curricula? 4.27 3.50 4.01 

5 B2_2 Do we have overlaps within and between content domains in 
our curriculum? 

4.23 3.20 3.89 

6 B6_6 Are the ILOs assessed with appropriate assessment methods? 
(knowledge, skills, competencies) 

4.16 3.32 3.88 

7 B4_5 Who is responsible for this part of the course? 3.80 4.02 3.87 

8 B2_6 What learning outcomes are covered in year X? 3.85 3.83 3.84 

9 B7_7 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught 
competency (knowledge, skills, attitudes)? 

4.14 3.22 3.83 

10 B5_6 What are the core elements of well built curricula? 4.18 3.11 3.82 

11 B2_4 When and how are assessed learning objectives/outcomes X 
taught? 

4.08 3.26 3.81 

12 B8_2 What are the missing or overlapping areas of ILOs? 4.06 3.26 3.79 

13 B7_6 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of workload? 4.16 3.03 3.78 

14 B1_4 How many hours in the curriculum are taught using X 
method? 

3.85 3.57 3.76 

15 B3_2 How does my teaching session fit into the curriculum? 
[Teacher] 

4.10 3.06 3.75 

16 B6_2 Is it possible to offer outputs of completely mapped curricula 
to external authorities? (accreditation, comparison of other 
universities) 

3.94 3.30 3.73 

17 B8_6 How are two curricula from different universities similar? 3.97 3.21 3.72 

18 B7_2 What is the number of hours and ECTS per learning unite 
(class/module) or time (week/month..)? 

3.77 3.57 3.70 

19 B5_1 What is the role of an educational intervention (e.g. virtual 
patients) in the curriculum? 

3.97 3.12 3.69 
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20 B7_3 What is the proportion of different types of classes (clinics, 
lectures, seminars, e-learning, selfstudy) per unit of time or 
learning unit? [As measured by ECTS] 

3.87 3.31 3.68 

21 B2_5 Are all relevant learning objectives (e.g defined by a ministry 
or a learning objectives catalog) covered in the curriculum? 

4.06 2.91 3.68 

22 B6_1 What is the best visual representation of curricula? 3.82 3.38 3.67 

23 B5_7 Is it possible to identify missing components/learning outputs 
if no national catalogues exist? 

4.05 2.92 3.67 

24 B4_6 Does the curriculum meet the [accrediting body] 
requirements? 

3.99 3.03 3.67 

25 B2_1 What are the commonalities and differences in learning 
objectives in the courses containing the keyword “X*” in the 
curriculum of Y and Z university? 

3.81 3.37 3.66 

26 B6_7 Do students have learning opportunities to achieve ILO? 3.95 2.97 3.62 

27 B3_5 How is my subject or professional discipline addressed in the 
curriculum? [Teacher] 

3.78 3.23 3.60 

28 B2_7 How does course X contribute to the learning outcomes? 3.84 3.08 3.59 

29 B8_1 How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught 
competency (preclinical, clinical)? 

3.78 3.18 3.58 

30 B8_5 What courses overlap in terms of shared ILOs? 3.87 3.00 3.58 

31 B8_3 How does course X contribute to total ILOs? 3.73 3.23 3.56 

32 B4_2 How do I learn about topic X ? [Student] 3.81 3.04 3.55 

33 B3_6 How will a particular learning experience help me? [Student] 3.78 2.93 3.50 

34 B7_1 Is the workload planned properly? 3.76 2.96 3.49 

35 B2_3 What / Where are the priorities of the curriculum? 3.85 2.72 3.47 

36 B4_3 How can we be sure that the assessment reflects the 
curriculum? 

3.81 2.76 3.46 

37 B8_4 In which course do the learners fail most often? 3.55 3.26 3.45 

38 B8_7 How is the course X different from those at other schools ? 3.70 2.89 3.43 

39 B1_1 What is the total number of hours spent by students on 
clinical subjects in the curriculum? 

3.22 3.80 3.41 

40 B1_6 What elective courses covering topics from X discipline are 
available in the curriculum? 

3.48 3.17 3.38 

41 B1_5 How many hours of elective courses are offered to students in 
the X, Y, Z year of study? 

3.27 3.55 3.36 
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42 B5_4 Can the spiral integration be made visible with the curriculum 
management tool? 

3.74 2.58 3.35 

43 B4_1 Where can I get help if I have a problem? [Student] 3.44 3.16 3.35 

44 B4_4 What contribution does a department make to the 
curriculum? 

3.27 3.49 3.34 

45 B7_5 How many ILOs (or clusters/domains of ILOs) per class taught 
subsequently? [Vertical integration] 

3.58 2.85 3.34 

46 B5_3 How and where is a vertical / horizontal / spiral integration 
implemented? 

3.77 2.35 3.30 

47 B6_4 Do the ILOs correspond to the appropriate Qualifications 
Framework level? 

3.52 2.79 3.28 

48 B7_4 How many ILOs (or clusters/domains of ILOs) per class are 
taught in parallel? [Horizontal integration] 

3.48 2.84 3.27 

49 B5_2 Who are the stakeholders in the curriculum? 3.26 3.27 3.26 

50 B6_5 Do the ILOs cover all of the required ILOs by the Regulatory 
body (e.g Ministry of Health) 

3.42 2.87 3.24 

51 B6_3 Are the Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) of the program 
assigned to the declared scientific domain and discipline? 

3.31 3.09 3.24 

52 B1_2 How many hours do students spend in the curriculum on 
preparing for the learning objective X from Y learning 
objectives catalogue? 

3.39 2.87 3.22 

53 B4_7 Does this programme of studies appeal to a potential student? 3.35 2.45 3.05 

54 B1_3 Which subjects do have less hours in the curriculum than the 
minimum required by the ministry? 

3.21 2.73 3.05 

55 B1_7 How many hours beyond the ministry minimum was taught in 
the curriculum across the years X-Y? 

3.03 2.93 3.00 

56 B3_1 What will the curriculum look like if Y is changed? 3.24 2.43 2.97 

R - Rank; Rel - Relevance; Fea - Feasibility; S - Score = (2*Relevance + Feasibility)/3 

B. Proposed changes 

Suggested changes and comments made by the survey participants 

Do you have any proposals for further questions? 

 I liked the questions very much, but some of them were too complicated for a student to 

answer 

 NO 

 No, I do not have further questions. 

 No. I am exhausted. 

 Not now. 
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Do you have any further comments? 

 I do not have any further comments. 

 I have added some suggestions to particular questions. Best regards Andrea 

 I hope that the aim of the project will be obtained 

 Some of the questions are formulated in different way, but they have similar meaning. Maybe it 

will be good to merge them if they are selected and relevant. 

 The feasibility could be augmented by defining questions in terms of what already have been 

done in BCIME: for example switch from general topics to terms related to anatomy. 

 There is a need to make a clear terminology. It differed between various sections in your survey. 

And often various terms are used for various entities in various countries or event institutions. 

 

Please share with us your ideas on how to improve the individual question? 

1. [B1_1] What is the total number of hours spent by students on clinical subjects in the 

curriculum? 

 100 

 aprox 15 hours per week 

 COMPULSORY SUBJECTS. What is the total number of hours spent by students on 

compulsory clinical subjects in the curriculum? 

 How many hours are provided in the curriculum for learning clinical subjects by students? 

 I do not have information about the clinical subjects. 

 The more interesting will be to know the ratio of hours in pre-clinical (theoretical) and 

clinical subjects. 

 total number is not so relevant without the methods 

 What is the total number of hours spent by students in skills lab, in the clinical practice. 

What is the total number of hours in which students are focused on skills. What is the total 

number of hours where students could exercise the medical interventions. 

 What is the total number of hours spent by students on clinical AND/OR PRECLINICAL 

subjects in the curriculum? 

 With Moodle maybe you get some Timespending Data, The Hours of teaching in a class can 

be count. Maybe we get a median, because in Augsburg we have no obligation to be 

present. 

2. [B1_2] How many hours do students spend in the curriculum on preparing for the learning 

objective X from Y learning objectives catalogue? 

 20 

 ? 

 a little 

 How  how many hours do students have to study on... 

 How many hours are provided in the curriculum for completing the learning objective X 

from Y learning objectives catalog? 

 How many hours do students need to achieve learning objective X desxcibed in catalogue 

of learning objectives occuring in the curriculum? 
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 I would simplify this question "How many hours do students spend in the curriculum on 

preparing for the learning objective X" or alternatively  I would divide it into "learning 

objecive " or "learing objectives from specyfic learning objecives cataloggue 

 It will be a problem to answer if there is no LO catalogue. 

 The Hours of a course we can match with a cataglogue. But the selflearning part we dont 

get really well (with Smartphone Timetracking, but its an ethical Problem and not in 6 

month optimized? 

 We do not have LO catalogue. 

3. [B1_3] Which subjects do have less hours in the curriculum than the minimum required by 

the ministry? 

 Are there any subjects which have less hours... Are the minimun requirement of the 

ministry  followed in all subjects? Are the minimum number of hours set by the Ministry 

complied with? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. (However not relevant and hardly feasible) 

 Competency catalogue mapping. But maybe its not enough... 

 i think all of the subjects have the right amount of hours 

 It will be a problem to answer if there is only a total number of hours ( study programme) 

specified by the ministry. 

 no comments 

 none 

 Refers only to situation, when the minimum hours per subject are given by ministry. It 

could be not feasible in some countries, introducing outcome-based education. 

 role should be considered more: may be of interest for adminstration, bu 

 Which subjects do have fewer hours provided in the curriculum than the minimum required 

by the national catalog of competencies? 

4. [B1_4] How many hours in the curriculum are taught using X method? 

 at the moment, there is a tendency of increase in the number of hours 

 enough 

 How many hours are provided in the curriculum for teaching students using X method? 

 How many hours in the curriculum are devoted to teaching x method? 

 maybe you can add here besides are taught using X method  / assessed using y method or 

alternatively ad another questions about method of examinings students 

 Very difficult, because we need to ask the Teacher. Thy make their own lesson. So we need 

to ask (in the curriculum there is every Time a recommendation of a method, but the 

teacher often do what they want) 

 What is the portion - expressed in hours and/or percentage - of different learning activities 

in the curriculum? 

5. [B1_5] How many hours of elective courses are offered to students in the X, Y, Z year of 

study? 

 10 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 for me OK 

 i don t know exactly 

 It will also be good to know what portion of the elective subjects is in the whole curriculum. 
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 Many Universities (e.g. munich) have one central Organiziation to bundle the courses => 

students association etc. 

 no comments 

6. [B1_6] What elective courses covering topics from X discipline are available in the 

curriculum? 

 covering or consisting ? 

 from me OK 

 i don t know exactly 

 maybe difficult to search for. most elective courses are made by enthusiastic teacher => 

maybe there is a better mapping in front of your project and you find more detailed  

information than in the normal curriculum 

 none 

 Not sure about grammar - maybe Which elective courses covering topics from X 

discipline...? 

 What elective courses are available in the curriculum to cover topics of X discipline? 

7. [B1_7] How many hours beyond the ministry minimum was taught in the curriculum across 

the years X-Y? 

 4 

 Difficult to find, but important. Again with central Curriculummap and check of the main 

catalogues? 

 for me OK 

 How many hours beyond the ministry minimum was taught across the years X-Y? 

 How many hours more than the minimum required by the national catalog of competencies 

were provided in the curriculum during the X-Y years? 

 no comments 

 Not all countries declare ministry minimum on teaching hours. 

 not too many, the hours were respected 

 The ministry specifies mandatory courses, but only overal number of hours per study 

programme. 

 Very general question, maybe should be precised (but it depends on expectations of the 

recipients) 

8. [B2_1] What are the commonalities and differences in learning objectives in the courses 

containing the keyword “X*” in the curriculum of Y and Z university? 

 Data are registered and thus should be available for comparison. 

 each university has a different style of teaching or organizing the curriculum, and moreover 

the books differ a lot,  instead, i would say that an implemented way of teaching and using 

the exact same resources can help a lot 

 Great if this would also cover semantic relation (synonyms, more specific terms) 

 in the curricula of ... 

 no additional information. 

 no comments 

9. [B2_2] Do we have overlaps within and between content domains in our curriculum? 
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 a lot of times, a subject can say very different things from another subject on the exact 

same thing. for example, the definition of something differ when you learn at Biochemistry 

and Molecular Biology 

 Are there overlaps within and between... 

 Depends on the registered subjects in the system. 

 Difficult to assess in spiral curricula - when subjects are repeating, but on different levels, 

complexity etc. 

 Feasibility depends on details registered in the system. 

 In which parts of curriculum? Its crucial question 

 no comments 

 ok 

 really important (maybenot building everything new, using the catalogues as basis to feed 

the software?) 

10. [B2_3] What / Where are the priorities of the curriculum? 

 I would add - Are the priorities set in the curriculum?  What are the starting 

points/baselines for setting priorities in the curriculum? 

 maybe it would be good to put in braces "group of learning objectives / subjects/  topic 

 priorities --- > the most important topics 

 priorities in respect to what (number of hours?) 

 the curriculum should be organized in a way that can help the student, foe example, the 

essential things should be the ones that really matter 

 unclear in terms of what - topic? teaching methods? comepetcy level? 

 Very general question. 

 We should not show "priorities". We should say at first: there is the aim and ereythin else 

you can teach on top. But the basis must be the same. So i do not think well about Showing 

specialalities (Thats the whole life in medicine: i am important because, but in the 

curriculum we teach everything important for erverybody -my opinion-) 

 What are the highest priorities and how they are expressed in the curricula (is it frequency, 

is it number of hours? ...?) 

11. [B2_4] When and how are assessed learning objectives/outcomes X taught? 

 and maybe also the opposite question "When and how are taught learnnig objectives 

assessed ? 

 Assessment methods are important for teachers as well as for students. 

 I do not understand the content of the question. 

 in the hospital (the practical outcomes) and at the courses taught  by the professors 

 maybe the easiest thing to find. Only the assessed learning obj. are written down exactly 

 ok 

 What is the assessment of learning objective X in terms of method and time. 

12. [B2_5] Are all relevant learning objectives (e.g defined by a ministry or a learning objectives 

catalog) covered in the curriculum? 

 all of them are covered, but each university put the accent on different outcomes, and 

some of them put accent on all of them, which can be overwhelming for a student 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 
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 Could depend strongly on national languages (including learning objectives catalog and 

already available content of EDU portfolio) 

 interesting but difficult to achieve considering how diverse could semantically equivalent 

iLOs be formulated 

 It will be impossible to answer if there is no LO catalogue. 

 no comments 

 ok 

 There is no LO catalogue in Slovakia. 

 Visualization (net, %) 

 We do not have LO catalogue. 

 Who will define what is relevant and what in not? 

13. [B2_6] What learning outcomes are covered in year X? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 each year has different outcomes, but in my opinion, there are too many in a single year, 

and somehow irrelevant, as they are not essential 

 Good way for visualiziation 

 no comments 

 ok 

14. [B2_7] How does course X contribute to the learning outcomes? 

 For me this question is not clear. Need clarification - what means contribution and which 

learning outcomes are taken into consideration 

 I recommend avoiding this question. There must be a nearly binary relationship between a 

subject and learning outcome. Further, I have problem with terms "course" and "subject". I 

would use "subjects" where you use "course". I understand "General Medicine" as a course 

and "Neurology I" as a subject. 

 It can be interpreted in terms of hours and content too. 

 It is described in the curriculum. 

 Much work, but the main aspect 

 no comments 

 not sure what "How" stands for 

 ok 

 some does really help, but the other ones are extremely useless 

 what does contribute in this context mean? Is it the same as: What learning objecitves does 

course X cover? 

 You can see it in the curriculum. 

15. [B3_1] What will the curriculum look like if Y is changed? 

 a change in the curriculum is a great idea 

 Clear but not relevant. 

 I agree with ths question - BUT meaby could be added this one: What will be the impact of 

the change in one subject on the whole curriculum 

 I do not understand the content of the question. 

 It depends on future changes. 

 Need clarification - what is Y? Learning outcome, nr of hours, subject, number of 

students??? 
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 Not sure what will be changed. Course, LO, assessment, teacher... 

 too general. but it could be interesting to ask "How can changes in curricula be visualised?" 

 What does the look mean? The structure, the content, the assessment, all of them 

 Why. When you want to change something, you know why mostly? 

16. [B3_2] How does my teaching session fit into the curriculum? [Teacher] 

 Based on what criteria? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 How my lesson corresponds to the content of the curriculum? 

 it should be respected 

 Really important for the teacher to see this fast, best way: one liner => much work 

 To be more specific this could read: what courses use the same learning objectives as I 

address in my course? 

17. [B3_3] What have the students learned before they start my unit? [Teacher] 

 A good visualized part for fast looking (no teacher will look at it otherwise) e.g. competency 

parts (CanMEDS) as Visualiziation tool => There is taught this, in this part we teach less until 

now => Teacher see more his role in the big picture without thinking his subject is 

important => no the development of good clinicians with a broad knowledge an 

competence is important 

 Can be clear from previous courses. 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 How we can get this information? Using pre-test? 

 it is important, as everything is related to something else in med school 

 Learning is highly subjective - it could be "What I should expect from my students before..." 

 What is the students' "input knowledge" before my lesson/before they start my unit? 

18. [B3_4] What students should they learn by the end of the unit for which I am responsible? 

[Teacher] 

 Easy: Learning objectives (teacher need to interpret what they mean, but thats basis in 

educational training) 

 grammar- proposition of correction: What students should learn by the end... 

 How can we measure this information? May be learning outcomes and final assessment? 

 is it grammatically correctly  ? 

 It is clear in description of each learning unit. 

 Must be clear to have good curriculum. 

 should be transparant anyway 

 that's something linked to the talent and passion of the teacher 

 What is the output knowledge of students after my lesson? 

 What knowledge, skills and competences will students acquire by finishing the unit for 

which I am responsible? 

 What should students learn by the end of the unit which I teach? 

19. [B3_5] How is my subject or professional discipline addressed in the curriculum? [Teacher] 

 OK 

 ... in terms of: (i) time, (ii) lerning activities, (iii) ... 

 Feasibility depends on input criteria. 

 I do not understand the content of the question. 
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 maybe different 

 Most comeptencies can be put to different diciplines => maybe difficult. I think its not 

important, because of answer in front: "without thinking his subject is important => no the 

development of good clinicians with a broad knowledge an competence is important" 

 or maybe How is my subject or professional discipline place in the curriculum? [ 

 priorities 

20. [B3_6] How will a particular learning experience help me? [Student] 

 Depends on meaning - help during the study, in tests, later in clinical practice... ? 

 Explaining where is the goal? again CanMeds: There you are, there you want to be an this 

course is for this competency part. Oooh that would be so nice :D 

 Help me to do what? I think this "help" should be more specific. Learning experience is in 

our terminology "learning unit" 

 How can I use this particular learning experience? 

 How will a particular learning experience be reflected in my futher practice? 

 it should help me in a very big proportion, so that i am not alone in the process of learning 

 Too difficult to formulate and then assess the answers. 

21. [B3_7] What is expected of me in a particular course? [Student] 

 grammar- proposition of correction: What is expected from me... Which requirements 

should I fulfill... 

 Ok 

 or maybe what are exectation of... 

 Really important but maybe difficult, because you cannot put it out of you information you 

need knew one and write something for every course... puuuh maybe lot of work 

 SUBJECT (not course). 

 to pay attention and be there physically and with my thoughts 

22. [B4_1] Where can I get help if I have a problem? [Student] 

 Contacts can be centralised, problems can be different. 

 Contacts i think more is not important 

 It depends on the problem. 

 It depends on Universtities. 

 Too general. I recommend avoiding this question at all. 

 we usually search for an answer at the colleagues, and we never know who can help us 

 Where can I find help if needed? 

 Whom should I address if I encounter profesional issues? 

23. [B4_2] How do I learn about topic X ? [Student] 

 ... in terms of (i) time, (ii) learning activity, (iii) ... --- BE MORE SPECIFIC 

 each student has a different method , but nobody teaches us how to learn 

 How should I learn and focus on în order to optimally cover topic X? 

 How will I learn about the issue/topic X? 

 I do not understand the content of the question. 

 maybe add "how and where"? 

 Most of the time we go our own way and use connections from students who made the 

course before. 

 Recommended literature should be as detailed as possible. 
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24. [B4_3] How can we be sure that the assessment reflects the curriculum? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 Comparison of topics is clear, but details of assessment are usually not involved in 

curriculum (questions, tasks...). 

 How can we be sure that assessment reflects the need for a curriculum? 

 i don t know exactly 

 I think that we canot be sure ;) so i suggest the change "Does assesement reflects the 

curriculum " 

 Important question. For implementation purposes it would help to be more specific - e.g. 

what learning objecitves are covered in assessment butnot covered in learning units. I think 

the EDUportfolio does not store enought data on assessment to answer it well (e.g. the 

proportion of topics in assessment blueprints) 

 Not sure how we can get this answer. 

 Years of science? Thats the overall question isnt it? 

25. [B4_4] What contribution does a department make to the curriculum? 

 I do not understand this questin. Does it mean:  How did this workplace/department 

contribute to the creation of the curriculum? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 Important for the payment. Every department can get a overview for themselves => they 

can plan with it! 

 each department has a significant role in making the curriculum 

 Sometimes two or more departments participate on course and it can be a problem to 

identify contributions (e.g. course of Internal medicine taught by 3-4 internal clinics). 

26. [B4_5] Who is responsible for this part of the course? 

 Core info for accreditation purpose and students too. 

 Easy, it must be clear, but then only names 

 ok 

 should be transparant anyway for evaluation 

 SUBJECT (not course) 

 the teacher is always very important 

27. [B4_6] Does the curriculum meet the [accrediting body] requirements? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 Does the curriculum meet the external requirements  [ eg accrediting body] ? 

 Not feasible if no accreditation details are present in the system. 

 ok 

 The list of requirements is needed. 

 There was a similar question on ministry standards. Depends on how "requirements" are 

fomulated. If it is just about the number of hours for a topic then it is quite easy to 

implement. But it could be that some requireements require human judgemnet (e.g. 

following some aims in professionalism) 

28. [B4_7] Does this programme of studies appeal to a potential student? 

 COURSE. 

 Does this programme of studies appeal to a future potential student? 

 Feasibility hardly identifiable, depend on what is currently attractive. 
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 In germany i dont think its important. Most want to study medicine no matter where and 

what? 

 Not sure, what exactly is expected - attraction? enjoyment? Maybe need clarification 

 Student interest is important but to make it relevant for a technical project I would say we 

need to focus on aspect like usability or aesthetic of visualisation. 

 yes 

29. [B5_1] What is the role of an educational intervention (e.g. virtual patients) in the 

curriculum? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 i ve never done something like this, so i don t really know 

 learning outcomes? 

 What is it he impact.... 

30. [B5_2] Who are the stakeholders in the curriculum? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 i don t know exactly 

 ok 

 Usually, it is relation teacher-student. 

31. [B5_3] How and where is a vertical / horizontal / spiral integration implemented? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 I am not sure about the proper meaning of this question. 

 i don t know exactly 

 ok 

 you need to go throuh the whole curriculum 

32. [B5_4] Can the spiral integration be made visible with the curriculum management tool? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 i don t know exactly 

 Maybe about the competencies. So you need one thing (best the national catalogue) then 

there about the highest role (competencies) 

 ok 

 very interesting but we have just one year of anatomy in the system 

 Visual outputs should be flexible to show relations between individual blocks. 

33. [B5_5] How to identify overlaps in curricula? 

 by asking the students from each year about each subject 

 catalogue 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 Cooperation of senior experts is required. 

 Methodological point. 

 ok 

34. [B5_6] What are the core elements of well built curricula? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 depends on the definition of a well-build curriculum, which seems to be extremyl vague 

and discussable 

 I think this is a relevant question but outside the scope of our project 

 putting the essential and basic parts of the subject in the center 
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 puuuh its more a recommendation as a paper in front of the programme etc. 

 What are the key components of a properly prepared curriculum? 

35. [B5_7] Is it possible to identify missing components/learning outputs if no national 

catalogues exist? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 i don t know exactly 

 Is it possible to identify missing components/learning outputs if no national requirements 

exist? 

 Most probably by comparison with other universities ... 

 somewhere we need to hike along so you need to put some basis like catalogue of another 

country? 

36. [B6_1] What is the best visual representation of curricula? 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 Feasible if compared with other systems... 

 i don t know exactly 

 ok 

 research like metaanalysis 

37. [B6_2] Is it possible to offer outputs of completely mapped curricula to external authorities? 

(accreditation, comparison of other universities) 

 i don t know exactly 

 Important for each university. Output will depend on authority's requirements. 

 Is it useful to assess completely mapped curricula by external authorities (...) 

 Ok 

 The way the question is formulated is for me simple and the answer is "yes". The question 

is "how?". 

38. [B6_3] Are the Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) of the program assigned to the declared 

scientific domain and discipline? 

 i don t know exactly 

 Not feasible if no scientific content is registered in the system. 

 ok 

 PROGRAM -> COURSE. Is the mappingo f ILOs provided for all levels of entities in the 

curriculum (unites, subjects, courses, scientific domains) 

39. [B6_4] Do the ILOs correspond to the appropriate Qualifications Framework level? 

 Again, feasibility depends on external frameworks. 

 CAN BE REPLACED WITH THE PREVIOUS ONE. 

 i don t know exactly 

 ok 

40. [B6_5] Do the ILOs cover all of the required ILOs by the Regulatory body (e.g Ministry of 

Health) 

 Clear. No space for improvement. 

 i don t know exactly 

 ok 

41. [B6_6] Are the ILOs assessed with appropriate assessment methods? (knowledge, skills, 

competencies) 
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 Are the assessment methods appropriate for various learning outcomes? (knowledge, skills, 

competences) 

 Are the ILOs assessed with appropriate assessment methods? (knowledge, skills, 

competencies, and attitudes)?) 

 i don t know exactly 

42. [B6_7] Do students have learning opportunities to achieve ILO? 

 Do students have a sufficient learning strategy and learning opportunities to master the set 

ILO? 

 ENOUGH learning opportunities 

 yes 

43. [B7_1] Is the workload planned properly? 

 Is the workload planned correctly? 

 it s on the right track 

 Relates to the last two questions in this step (well balanced curriculum). 

 who's workload? Educator's? Student's? 

44. [B7_2] What is the number of hours and ECTS per learning unite (class/module) or time 

(week/month..)? 

 3 hours per learning unit 

 Clear. No space for improvement, 

 ECTS can be used as one of the measures for international comparisons. 

 ok 

45. [B7_3] What is the proportion of different types of classes (clinics, lectures, seminars, e-

learning, selfstudy) per unit of time or learning unit? [As measured by ECTS] 

 different learning activities (lectures, tutorials, ...) 

 more practical thing is always better 

 What is the proportion of different types of educational units ... 

46. [B7_4] How many ILOs (or clusters/domains of ILOs) per classes are taught in parallel? 

[Horizontal integration] 

 i don t know exactly 

 Interesting but difficult to implement with the data we have 

 not sure what is meant here 

 ok 

 This is a question intending to have overlaps in the curriculum. Is it so easy? To call 

parallelism horizontal integration? I would recommend to rephrase it using "synergy" 

47. [B7_5] How many ILOs (or clusters/domains of ILOs) per classes taught subsequently? 

[Vertical integration] 

 i don t know exactly 

 Interesting but difficult to implement with the data we have 

 not sure what is meant here 

 ok 

 What is the proportion of ILOs (hours or percentage) which need subsequent learning 

activities (vertical integration) 

48. [B7_6] How balanced is the curriculum in terms of workload? 

 How is the curriculum is balanced with respect to workload? 
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 not really balanced at the moment 

 of educators' workload, of learners' workload - TWO DIFFERENT QUESTIONS. 

 very similar to "Is the workload planned properly?" 

49. [B7_7] How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught competency (knowledge, 

skills, attitudes)? 

 How is the curriculum balanced with regard to the type of acquired competence 

(knowledge...? 

 in terms of different types of competency (knowledge, skills, attitudes) 

 i don t know exactly 

50. [B8_1] How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught competency (preclinical, 

clinical)? 

 ...in terms of preclinical and clinical phase of education 

 How is the curriculum balanced with regard to the type of acquired competence 

(preclinical/theoretical, clinical/practical)?? 

 not really balanced 

 would require data of the whole curriculum 

51. [B8_2] What are the missing or overlapping areas of ILOs? 

 i don t know exactly 

 ok 

 One of the requirements identified in NA, feasibility depends on data entered and expected 

to be in curriculum. 

 What ILOs are missing? What ILOs are overlapping? 

52. [B8_3] How does course X contribute to total ILOs? 

 course -> subject 

 it depends on the attention of the students 

 ok 

53. [B8_4] In which course do the learners fail most often? 

 course -> subject. Failing is not relevant. 

 in the boring ones 

 Not feasible without the tests/exams/course results. 

 We must have information about it. 

 Which subject do students most often fail to complete? 

54. [B8_5] What courses overlap in terms of shared ILOs? 

 course -> subject. Shared ILOs are intending to have overlaps. 

 i don t know exactly 

 Not clear question. Probably grammar correction needed: Which courses overlap... ??? or 

How the two courses content overlap...??? 

 ok 

55. [B8_6] How are two curricula from different universities similar? 

 curricula is too much - I would change it to topic (e.g. how 

 Depends on granularity of entered data. 

 How do curricula differ from two different universities? 

 How similar are curricula of two different universitites? 

 medicine is the same everywhere, but it is divided in different ways 
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56. [B8_7] How is the course X different from those at other schools? 

 How similar is the course X from those at other universities 

 I do not have information about it. 

 it depends on the teacher, but i think they are kind of different 

 ok 

 Sometimes the courses are different with different range, but it will be useful to identify it. 

 too general, what kind of difference 

 





 

 

 

 

   


